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ON EMBEDDING POLYHEDRA AND MANIFOLDS

BY

KRESO HORVATIC

Abstract. It is well known that every «-polyhedron PL embeds in a Euclidean

(2« + l)-space, and that for PL manifolds the result can be improved upon by one

dimension. In the paper are given some sufficient conditions under which the dimen-

sion of the ambient space can be decreased. The main theorem asserts that, for there

to exist an embedding of the //-polyhedron A-into 2/z-space, it suffices that the integral

cohomology group Hn(X— Int A) = 0 for some /¡-simplex A of a triangulation of X.

A number of interesting corollaries follow from this theorem. Along the line of

manifolds the known embedding results for PL manifolds are extended over a larger

class containing various kinds of generalized manifolds, such as triangulated mani-

folds, polyhedral homology manifolds, pseudomanifolds and manifolds with singular

boundary. Finally, a notion of strong embeddability is introduced which allows us to

prove that some class of //-manifolds can be embedded into a (2«—l)-dimensional

ambient space.

1. Introduction. It was known early [14] that every «-dimensional polyhedron

can be piecewise linearly embedded into a Euclidean space of dimension 2«+l,

and that for piecewise linear manifolds this result can be improved upon by one

dimension. On the other hand, there are counterexamples showing that these

results are, in general, the best possible ([5], [6], [19]). So the natural problem arises

as to characterizing those polyhedra and manifolds for which the dimension of the

ambient space can be decreased.

In this paper we present a number of sufficient conditions under which this is a

case.

The paper is a part of the author's doctoral dissertation, written during his stay

at the Department of Mathematics, University of Georgia, Athens, U.S.A., under

the direction of Professor C. H. Edwards, Jr.

2. Preliminaries. We work entirely within the piecewise linear (abbreviation:

PL) category, i.e. all objects considered are assumed to have PL structures, and all

the maps will be PL. The terminology and notation throughout this paper will be

the same as in Zeeman's notes [24], with the substitution of today's more common

PL for his prefix "poly". Also, we assume familiarity with the definitions and

results of [24].

The only ambient space in our program will be the Euclidean space En of dimen-

sion «, topologized by the standard metric and carrying the standard PL structure.

For our purposes, a complex will be always a finite simplicial complex, and hence
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contained in some Euclidean space. Consequently, a polyhedron will be an under-

lying space of such a complex, and therefore compact. The notation n-polyhedron

means that the polyhedron is of dimension n.

Wc recall that a PL n-ball Bn (n-sphere S") is a polyhedron PL homeomorphic

to the n-simplex (boundary of (n+l)-simplex). Then, a PL n-manifold is a poly-

hedron M in which every point has a closed neighborhood which is a PL n-ball.

The boundary Bd M (or dM) and the interior Int M of the PL manifold M are

defined to be the same as those of the underlying topological manifold. Alterna-

tively, to give PL definitions for these notions, we first observe that such a manifold

M always has a triangulation K with respect to which the underlying space of the

link of every vertex is either a PL (n— l)-sphere or a PL (n—l)-ball. Then, the

point x e M belongs to the boundary of M if there is a subdivision of A'in which x

is a vertex having a ball as a link. Otherwise, x belongs to the interior of M. Of

course, it can be shown that this definition is invariant, i.e. it does not depend on

the particular triangulation or subdivision. If Bd A/#0, we say that M is a PL

manifold with (nonempty) boundary. If Bd M=0, M is called a closed PL manifold.

We will continue to use the same terminology for all other categories of manifolds

defined below. Finally, let us mention that the boundary of a PL n-manifold with

boundary is always a closed PL (n— l)-manifold.

A triangulated n-manifold is any n-polyhedron X, which is a topological manifold.

The boundary and the interior of X are defined in the obvious way. It is known

that any such manifold is actually a PL manifold if ns=3, and the equivalence

depends on the classical Poincaré conjecture if n = 4. There are no known examples

of triangulated manifolds which are not PL.

A polyhedral homology n-manifold is a polyhedron X such that the link of every

vertex of a triangulation of X is either acyclic or is a homology (n— l)-sphere, i.e.,

a polyhedron having the homology groups of the (n—l)-sphere. Furthermore, it

can be proven [16, p. 239] that every link is a polyhedral homology (n—1)-

manifold (notice that under our definition a homology sphere is not automatically

a homology manifold). The boundary of such a manifold is then defined to be the

collection of all those points, each of which has in a proper triangulation (i.e. in a

triangulation in which it is a vertex) an acyclic link. The boundary of a polyhedral

homology n-manifold is a closed polyhedral homology (n—l)-manifold. The use

of local homology groups shows easily that every triangulated manifold is a

polyhedral homology manifold, having a boundary in the new sense, which

obviously agrees with the old one. There are counterexamples which show that

the converse is not true in general. For example, a suspension of the "Poincaré

sphere" is a polyhedral homology 4-manifold, which is not a PL one. We will need

the following statement, which is easy to prove :

2.1. Proposition. Let X be a closed polyhedral homology n-manifold and A any

n-simplex in the triangulation of X. Then, X— Int A is a polyhedral homology n-

manifold with boundary dA.
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An n-dimensional pseudomanifold is a polyhedron A'such that any triangulation

A' of A" satisfies the following conditions :

(1) every principal simplex of K is «-dimensional,

(2) every (« — l)-simplex of K is a face of at most two n-simplexes, and

(3) given any two «-Simplexes A and B of K, there is a finite sequence A = A0,

Au ..., Ak = B of «-simplexes in K such that At n At_x is a common (n— l)-face

of Ai and At-lt i=\,..., k.

This definition does not depend on the particular triangulation, i.e. if the con-

ditions above are satisfied for one triangulation of X, they are satisfied for any

other triangulation of X. The boundary of a pseudomanifold is defined to be the

subpolyhedron of X determined by all those (n— l)-simplexes of K, each of which

is a face of exactly one «-simplex of K. In general, the boundary of a pseudo-

manifold is not a pseudomanifold by itself. It is easy to see that every connected

PL manifold, and more generally every polyhedral homology manifold, possesses

properties (l)-(3) [16, p. 238]. Therefore every connected polyhedral homology

manifold X is a pseudomanifold, and moreover, the boundary of A1 as a pseudo-

manifold is the same as the boundary of A" as a homology manifold [17, p. 278].

However, the converse is not true. For example, a "pinched" torus is obviously a

pseudomanifold, but not a homology manifold.

Finally, an n-manifold with singular boundary is a polyhedron X for which there

is a PL «-manifold M with nonempty boundary and a PL map /: M -> X onto X

such that the singular set S(f) (see [24, Chapter 6]) is contained in the boundary of

M. The boundary of such a manifold is then defined as the subpolyhedron of X

which is the image under/of the part of dM on which the restriction f/dM is 1-1,

i.e.,

dX=Clf(dM-S(f)).

It is easy to prove that every pseudomanifold is an image of a PL ball under a map

having its singular set in the boundary of the ball [4]. Therefore every pseudo-

manifold A1 is a manifold with singular boundary, and further, the boundary of X

in the new sense and the old sense agree. The converse is not true. For example,

if we identify three parts of the boundary of a disc, we will obtain a manifold with

singular boundary, which is not a pseudomanifold.

Now if PLM denotes the set of all connected PL manifolds, TM the set of

connected triangulated manifolds, PHM the set of connected polyhedral homology

manifolds, PSM the set of pseudomanifolds, and finally SBM the set of all mani-

folds with singular boundary, we have the following sequence of inclusions

PLM c TM c PHM c PSM ç SBM

each of the inclusions being proper, except perhaps the first one, depending upon

the truth of the conjecture that every triangulated manifold is PL.
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Therefore, any conclusion for manifolds with singular boundary will remain

true for all other categories of manifolds listed above. In particular, we will need

the following:

2.2. Lemma. Every proper subpolyhedron Y of the n-manifold with singular

boundary X collapses to some (n— l)-dimensional subpolyhedron of X.

Proof. For the notion of collapsibility see, for example, [24, Chapter 3].

By definition there is a PL manifold M and PL map/: M -> X onto X such that

SW'-dM. Let / be a triangulation of M and (K,L) a triangulation of the pair

(X, Y) with respect to which/is simplicial.

First of all let us notice that, if A e K is any n-simplex, then/_1(^) is an n-

simplex of/. Tor,f'1(A) cannot be an (n+ l)-simplex, because Mis n-dimensional,

and further/- X(A) cannot consist of two or more n-simplexes, because in this case

the singular set S(f) would be n-dimensional.

We can suppose that L is n-dimensional ; otherwise the assertion is trivial. Because

L is a proper subcomplex of K, we have K—L^O and then

f-\K-L)=J-f-\QfQ

where f'1(L) is an n-dimensional subcomplex of J. Let A be any n-simplex of

f~l(L). Further, if SeJ—f~\L) is any simplex, there is a principal simplex B,

such that 5 is a face of B and B is n-dimensional, because M is a PL manifold.

Clearly Be J-f-\L), because if Bef-\L) it would also be that Sef~\L), for

/_1(L) is a complex. Now, because M is a PL manifold there is a chain

A = Cq, Cj,..., Cfc = B

of n-simplexes in / such that, for any i, C¡ and Ci + 1 have a common (n + l)-face in

/. Further, because A ef~\L) and BeJ—f~\L), there is an integer r<k with the

property that Cr ef~1(L) and Cr + 1 eJ—f'^L), and of course Cr n Cr + 1 = D is

an (n— l)-simplex of/. Also, because M is a PL manifold, D is a face of only these

two n-simplexes. Consequently, D is a face of exactly one n-simplex Cr in f~1(L),

i.e., a free face of/_1(L). Notice that D is not in 8M, because if it were, D would

not be a face of two n-simplexes in /.

Therefore,/(/)) does not belong to the image of dM under/ and thus/(£>) is a

free face of L.

Let Alt A2,..., Amhe the n-simplexes of L such that A1=f(Cr). Then f(D) = B1

is a face of A1 and L collapses simplicially from -B% to L — {A1, /?,}. ButL — {Au Bf.

is again a proper subcomplex of K having therefore a free face B2, belonging to A2,

say. Therefore L — {AU Bj] collapses simplicially to L — {AU Bu A2, B2}. Continuing

inductively on the number m of n-simplexes in L we collapse away all n-simplexes

of L, which completes the proof that L collapses to an (n—l)-dimensional sub-

complex, and therefore Y to an (n— l)-dimensional subpolyhedron of X.
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We will use the regular neighborhood theory as it is presented in Zeeman [24,

Chapter 3], and also the notion of link-collapsibility and the relative regular

neighborhood theorem as in Hudson-Zeeman [8]. Although the theorem was proven

to be false in general (see [18]) in our applications we will need it only in co-

dimensions at least three, for which the additional conditions saving the theorem

are satisfied trivially [9].

The general position theory will be also used as in Zeeman [24, Chapter 6]. Let

us mention that the general position results can be improved significantly if in

particular we map a PL manifold into another PL manifold, both of a high connec-

tivity. This is the content of Irwin's theorem [10], which we quote explicitly because

of the important role it will play throughout this paper:

2.3. Theorem (Irwin). Let X and M be PL manifolds of dimension p and m,

respectively. Let d= 2p — m. Letf: X '—>■ M be a map such thatf/dX is a PL embedding

of dX into dM. Then, f is homotopic to a proper PL embedding, keeping dX fixed,

if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) m-p^3,

(2) X is d-connected, and

(3) M is (d+ \)-connected.

There are counterexamples [24, Chapter 8] showing that the theorem is the best

possible along these lines.

3. Some sufficient conditions for embedding in E2n. From the Alexander-

Newman theorem [1] it follows easily that the union of two PL «-balls, meeting

one another in a common face, is a PL ball. The same is true for the difference of

two PL «-balls. Namely,

3.1. Proposition. Let A and B be PL n-balls, such that Be-A and dB n dA is a

PL («- \)-ball. Then Cl (A -B) is a PL n-ball.

Proof. Immediate, using Alexander-Newman theorem.

3.2. Theorem. Let Xbe an n-polyhedron, and Y a subpolyhedron of X such that X

collapses to Y. Then, every PL embedding of Y into E2n can be extended to a PL

embedding of X into E2n.

Proof. The case n = 1 is obvious, so we can suppose « ä 2. The proof is by

induction on the number of elementary collapses from X to Y.

Suppose first that X= Y\J A, where A is a A>ball, kf^n, and Y n A = B is a

(k-\)-ba\\ contained in dA. Let/: Y ̂  E2n be any PL embedding of Fin E2n.

Then, by general position arguments,/extends to the boundary of A, i.e., there is

an embedding g: Y\J dA~^ E2n such that g/Y=f. We want to extend g over X

in such a way that the new map would be 1-1 on A. But because of Gugenheim's

theorem [7] there is a homeomorphism t of E2n such that

tg: Fu dA->E2n
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embeds the («—l)-skeleton of a triangulation of Y u dA into the canonical sub-

space F2n_1<=F2n. Now, if v e E2n — E2n~1 is any point, we can extend tg/dA

conewise to A -> v * tg(dA) obtaining a map k: X^ E2n being 1-1 on A and such

that k/Y KJdA = tg. Then

« = t'xk: X^E2n

is a PL map such that h/Y\J dA=g and h/A is 1-1. Finally, from general position

considerations, it follows that « can be chosen such that the singular set S(h)

contains at most a finite number of points of X. Consider

S(h) nA= {xu x2, ...,xr}.

Obviously each xf e Int A. We would like to "pipe away" these singularities.

Let {yu y2, ■ ■ ■, yr} be a set of points chosen in the "free face" dA—B of dA.

For each /= 1, 2,..., r let us join x¡ with the corresponding yx by a PL arc a¡ which

lies, except for y¡, in Int A. Because «^2 this can be done such that a{ n ^ = 0 for

i^j. Pick regular neighborhoods N¡ of <*; in A such that

N¡nNj = 0,       Ni n 77 = 0

for iftj. Because a¡ is collapsible, Nt is a fc-ball, having a face in dA — B. Then, by

Proposition 3.1, we have that

c = ci/i(-y7vi)

is a PL ball and C n F=77. Define the PL homeomorphism e:I->Cu F such

that e/F= identity (by double extension: identity B^ B to the homeomorphism

ö/l -> dC and then this one to the homeomorphism A -> C). Finally, the composi-

tion he: Ar->F2n is an embedding of AT into E2n, and he/Y=f.

Because the inductive step is the same as the first step, this completes the proof.

If Y<= A- is a subpolyhedron of X and X collapses to Y, we will say that F is a

spine of X.

3.3. Corollary. Every n-polyhedron with a lower dimensional spine PL embeds

into E2n.

3.4. Remark. One could expect the following sort of generalization of Theorem

3.2: If Xn\ Y and F embeds into Em, m^2n, then also X embeds into Em.

Unfortunately this is not true without additional conditions (see Theorem 5.1),

because of the existence of (even) a collapsible «-polyhedron, which does not embed

into E2n~x. The example is as follows:

Let F be any («— l)-polyhedron which does not embed into E2n~2. Let X=v * Y

be a cone on F. Then A"is collapsible. We claim that A'does not embed into E2n~1.

To the contrary, suppose that such an embedding/: A'^F2n_1 exists. Then,

because/(A") \0, a regular neighborhood N of f(X) mod/(F) in E2n~1 will be a

(2«-l)-balland

f(Y) c dN = (2«-2)-sphere

which contradicts the assumption that F cannot be embedded into F2n~2.
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3.5. Proposition. Let X<= Em be any polyhedron, and let N be a regular neighbor-

hood of X in Em. Then Em — X and Em — Int N are of the same homotopy type.

Proof. Because Nis a manifold, M=Em — Int Nis also a manifold with boundary

dM=dN. Further, it is known [24, Chapter 3] that A^— A'is PL homeomorphic to

the open collar ¿Wx[0, 1). Therefore Em — X deformation retracts to Em — Int N,

which completes the proof.

In codimension at least three, the proposition is also true for N being a relative

regular neighborhood of X.

Now, we are in the position to prove the main theorem of this section:

3.6. Theorem. Let X be an n-polyhedron with n=£2. If some triangulation of X

contains an n-simplex A such that Hn(X—Int A) = 0, then XPL embeds into E2n.

Proof. If n=l, from H^X-Int A) = H\X-Int A) = 0, it follows that X-A is

contractible, and therefore embeds into E2. Moreover, a contractible polyhedron

does not separate E2, and therefore X embeds into E2. So we can suppose n ^ 3.

Let A'be a triangulation of Jfand Ax, A2,..., Ak, n-simplexes of K, enumerated

in such a way that Ak = A is the distinguished n-simplex, for which Hn(X— Int Ak)

= 0. Let X0 he the subpolyhedron of X determined by the (n— l)-skeleton of K.

For every /= 1, 2,..., k we define the polyhedron XK by

Xi = X0 u Ax u • • • u Ai.

We will prove that A'embeds into E2n by induction on i. We start with X0 which

embeds into E2n (even into F2"-1). Supposing inductively that XX^Y can be em-

bedded into E2n, we have to show that Xf embeds into F2".

Let A" be a subdivision of K such that /?¡ is an n-simplex in K', lying in the

interior of A{. Then, A¡ — Int B¡ collapses to dAt, and therefore Yx collapses to X\-±>

where Y{ denotes X¡ — Int B¡. Now it follows, from Theorem 3.2 and the inductive

assumption, that there exists an embedding/: y¡->F2n. It remains to show that

/extends over Bu i.e., to an embedding Xf-> E2n, which completes the proof by

induction on i.

Figure 1
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Let 7Y be a regular neighborhood of/(F¡) mod/(87?¡) in E2n. By definition this

means that TV is a PL 2«-manifold with boundary, which collapses to /( F¡), and

such that

Nnf(dB%) = dNnfidB,) =f(dBt).

The existence of TV follows from the fact that/(F¡) is link-collapsible [8] on f(dB,),

because S77j<=Bd L4¡-Int 77¡) and /t¡-Int 77¡ is a manifold (Figure 1).

Let M=E2n- Int N. Then M is a PL 2«-manifold with the boundary dM=dN.

Suppose that M is («- l)-connected. Then the embedding//37?¡: S77¡ -*■ dM can be

extended to the map/': B¡ -> M. Further, because n^3, f /dB{=f and B¡ is con-

tractible, we can apply Irwin's theorem (Theorem 2.3) and replace/' by a proper

embedding g:Bt^M such that g/dB^f'/dBi. Finally, h: Xt-*- E2n defined by

h(x) = fix)       for x e Y{,

= gix)       for x e 77,

embeds X¡ into E2n, and we are finished.

So, it remains to justify the assumption that M is («— l)-connected. By Proposi-

tion 3.5 this is the same as to say that U=E2n—fiYi) is («— l)-connected. First of

all, if S<^U is any (singular) (« —2)-sphere, by the («-2)-connectivity of E2n,

there is a singular disk Dn~1 such that dD = S. But because of general position,

D can be chosen to avoid/(F(), and consequently U is at least (« — 2)-connected.

Further, from X=Xk = Xk_1 u Ak follows Xk_1 = X— Int Ak, and then, by

assumption,

H\X„J¿ = H\X-lntAk) = 0.

Now, because dim A"=« we have 77n+1(A"fc_1, A'i_1) = 0, and from the following

portion

• • •-> H\Xk.y) -* H*iXt-d -> 77" + 1(^fc-i, Jf(_i) ^- • ■

of the exact cohomology sequence for the pair (A'fc_1, A'¡_1) we conclude that

77n(A'i_1) = 0. Then, by Alexander's duality theorem [17] we have

Hn_,iU) = Hu.i(E*-f{Yd) = HXfiYd) = H*iYt) = H\Xi_,) = 0

because  F¡ deformation retracts to A'j.j. Finally, because U is already (« —2)-

connected and « ^ 3, we have by the absolute Hurewicz isomorphism theorem [17],

tl^iU) = Hn^iU) = 0

and therefore U is («—l)-connected.

It is not known if the theorem is true or not for « = 2, even in the case when X

satisfies stronger hypothesis. Namely, it is a famous open problem as to whether

every contractible 2-polyhedron embeds into Ei or not (depending on Poincaré

conjecture, see [3]).
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3.7. Question. Any known n-polyhedron nonembeddable into E2n "carries" a

large number of cycles (and cocycles). So there is the question as to whether the

condition that Hn(X— Int A — Int J5) = 0, for some n-simplexes A, B in a triangula-

tion of Xis sufficient for embedding of X into E2n. The problem can be formulated

more generally: Determine the function f(n) = k from the set of positive integers

into itself, where k is defined to be the largest number such that, if X is any n-

polyhedron with the property

Hn(x- U Int a\ = 0

for a certain choice Au ..., Ak of n-simplexes in a triangulation of X, then X PL

embeds into E2n.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6 we have the following well-known

theorem [23]:

3.8. Theorem. Let X be an n-polyhedron with n#2, such that Hn(X) = 0, then,

X PL embeds into E2n.

Proof. Let A be any n-simplex in the triangulation of X. Then, from the exactness

of the cohomology sequence

-> Hn(X)-Hn(X-Int A) -*■ Hn + 1(X, X-Int A) ->• • •

for the pair (X, X-IntA), it follows that Hn(X-Int A) = 0, and Theorem 3.6

applies.

Also, the embedding theorem for PL manifolds (e.g. [23]) can be easily extended

to all categories of manifolds defined in §2. We have the following:

3.9. Theorem. Every n-manifold X with singular boundary (in particular, every

n-dimensional pseudomanifold, polyhedral homology manifold and triangulated

manifold) PL embeds into E2n.

Proof. The case n=l is trivial, because the only 1-manifolds with singular

boundary are either a segment or a circle. We postpone the proof in the case n = 2

for §4, where it will be proven in even stronger form (see Theorem 4.6), and

suppose n^3.

Let A' be a triangulation of X and A any n-simplex in K. Then X— Int A is a

proper subpolyhedron of X and by Lemma 2.2 collapses to the (n— l)-dimensional

subpolyhedron Y. Therefore

Hn(X-IntA) = Hn(Y) = 0

and Theorem 3.6 applies.

For further applications we need the following:

3.10. Lemma. Let Xx and X2 be subpolyhedra of an n-polyhedron X such that

Xxyj X2 = X,       dim (Xt n X2) ^ n-2.
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If each of Xx and X2 PL embeds into E2n, then X PL embeds into E2n.

Proof. Let Xx n X2= Y. For each i= 1, 2 we have by assumption an embedding

/,: Xt->E2n^ S2n.

Let Ci be a cone on/(T) in S2n. From the fact that dim Y sin —2, it follows that

dim C¡ ̂  n — 1. Consequently, Ct can be chosen to be in general position with

respect to f(X^, namely such that

f(Xi) n Q = f(Y).

Because every cone is link-collapsible on its base, there is a regular neighborhood

Nt of Ci mod/(Ai) such that

Nt ̂ fi(Xi) = M, nfiiXi) =f(Y)

by [8]. Further, because the cone is collapsible, Nt is a PL 2n-ball. Let

Bi = Cl(S2n-Ni).

Then, by the Alexander-Newman theorem, Bt is also a PL 2n-ball and obviously

f(Xi) c Bi,       ft(Xi) n 8Bi = /( Y).

Thus we have proved that each of Xx and X2 can be embedded into 2n-ball, having

only the image of Y in the boundary of the ball.

Let S be an equator of S2n; Dx and D2 the closed northern and southern hemi-

spheres of S2n respectively. Let, for i=l, 2, £t: B%-*- Dt he PL homeomorphisms

onto D{. Then gift(Xt) n S=g¡f(Y) and we have two embeddings of Y into S.

Because

2-dim y+2 Ú 2(n-2) + 2 = 2n-2 < 2»-l = dim S,

Gugenheim's unknotting theorem [7] applies and we. have a homeomorphism

e': S^ S such that e'g1f1/Y=g2f2/Y. We extend e' to the PL homeomorphism

e: Dx -*■ Df Finally, n: X-* S2n defined by

h(x) = egtMx)       for x e Zj,

= ^2/(x) for xeX2

is a PL embedding of X into S2n (and therefore into F2n).

The assumptions in Lemma 3.10 cannot be weakened because if it held for

dim (Xx n X2) = n— 1, we would be able to prove, by induction on the number of

n-simplexes in a triangulation of X, that every n-polyhedron X embeds into F2n.

Suppose that for the n-polyhedron X there is a triangulation K such that every

(n — l)-simplex of AT is a face of at most two n-simplexes in K. Then, it is easy to

see that the same is true for any other triangulation of X. The next theorem was

firstly proved by Van Kampen [19], [20] and reproved by Wu [23]. Here is an easy

proof, based on Lemma 3.10:
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3.11. Theorem. Let X be an n-polyhedron such that every in—\)-simplex in a

triangulation of X is a face of at most two n-simplexes. Then, X PL embeds into E2n.

Proof. Let A" be a triangulation of X. Let F be an «-dimensional homogeneous

subpolyhedron of X, i.e., the polyhedron determined by all «-Simplexes of K,

together with their faces. Suppose that Y embeds into E2n. Then, it follows from

general position arguments that the whole polyhedron X can be embedded into

E2n, because Cl {X— Y) is a polyhedron of dimension less than «.

Therefore, the problem is how to embed Y. But because of the assumption of

the theorem, there is the unique decomposition

F= FiU F2u-.-u Ym

of Y, such that each Y¡ is an «-dimensional pseudomanifold, and for ijkj, F¡ n Y¡

consists of simplexes in K of dimension at most (« — 2) [2, p. 191].

The proof is by induction on the number m of pseudomanifolds in the decomposi-

tion above. If w=l, the assertion is true by Theorem 3.9. Now, if m is arbitrary,

we can suppose inductively that

Z= FiU F2U---U Fm_!

embeds into E2n. Then, because dim (Z n Ym) ̂  « —2, Lemma 3.10 applies, and

therefore Y can be embedded into E2n, which completes the proof.

We say that an abelian group is indecomposable, if it cannot be written as a

direct sum of its nontrivial subgroups. It is easy to see that a finite cyclic group

Zm is indecomposable if its order m is a power of a prime number. We have the

following:

3.12. Theorem. Let Xbe an n-polyhedron with n^2 and such that HniX) = Zp*,

where p is prime and k any positive integer. Then, X PL embeds into E2n.

Proof. We can suppose «ä3, because no 1-polyhedron with the required

property exists.

Let Kbea triangulation of X. By Theorem 3.6 it suffices to prove that AT contains

a simplex A such that 77"(A"—Int ^4) = 0. Let Au ..., Am be «-simplexes in Kand let

K= Kn~1uA1 U---\jAm

where Kn~1 is the («— l)-skeleton of K. The proof is by induction on the number

m of «-simplexes in K. If m = 1 the statement is true, because in this case X— Int A

is an («—l)-polyhedron.

Let A be any «-simplex in K. If 77n(X— Int A) = 0, we are finished. So, suppose

that H\X— Int ^4)#0. Consider the subcomplex L = K— {A} of K, triangulating

X—IntA. Then L contains exactly m—\ «-simplexes, and from the cohomology

exact sequence for the simplicial pair iK, L)

onto
-> HniK)-> H\L) -> Hn + 1iK, L)^---,
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it follows that Hn(L)=Zpk/Zp¡=Zpi'-n. So, by the inductive assumption, there is

an n-simplex BeL such that

Hn(L-B) = Hn(X-IntA-IntB) = 0.

We want to show that Hn(X-Int B) = Hn(K-B) = 0. For this purpose let us

consider the following portion of the exact Mayer-Vietoris cohomology sequence

[17, p. 239] of the simplicial triad (K, K-A, K-B)

onto
-> Hn(K)-> Hn(K-A) © Hn(K-B) -> Hn((K-A) n (K-B))

= Hn(L-B) = 0.

Now, from Hn(K-A)^0, it follows that Hn(K-B) = 0, because the group Hn(K)

=Z„k is indecomposable and therefore cannot be mapped homomorphically onto

the direct sum of two nontrivial groups.

In view of Theorem 3.12 and perhaps Lemma 3.10 it seems reasonable to make

the following

3.13. Conjecture. If X is an n-polyhedron such that Hn(X) is without free

part, i.e., a direct sum of finite cyclic groups (or weaker: an arbitrary, but single

finite cyclic group), then X PL embeds into E2n.

The conjecture seems to be the best possible in this direction, because there exist

polyhedra possessing a free part in n-cohomology which embed and also ones

which do not embed into E2n. For example, it is an open question as to whether

the condition Hn(X)=Z is sufficient for embedding Zinto E2n.

3.14. Remark. All the results in this section are obviously true if we replace

the ambient space E2n by any PL 2n-manifold, with or without boundary. Namely

each of embeddings we considered can be realized as an embedding into an open

ball in the structure of given manifold. But the appropriate (and harder) question

for this general situation is under which conditions is any map of a polyhedron

into the manifold homotopic or even ambient isotopic to a (proper) embedding.

4. Strong embeddability. We say that a polyhedron X strongly embeds into a

given PL manifold M if any PL embedding of any subpolyhedron of X into M can

be extended to a PL embedding of X into M. We will restrict our attention only to

the case when the ambient manifold is a Euclidean space.

We observe that the notion of strong embeddability is essentially stronger than

the ordinary one. For example, Sn embeds into En + 1 but does not embed strongly,

because an embedding of the equator of Sn can knot in Fn + 1 (codimension two!),

and therefore does not extend to an embedding of Sn into En + 1.

4.1. Proposition. Every n-polyhedron strongly embeds into Em, ifm^2n+l.

Proof. This follows immediately from general position arguments.

Let Sp and S" he disjoint PL spheres in Em. We say that they are unlinked in

Em if there is a PL m-ball Bm in Em such that S"^Bm and S"^Em-Bm. Otherwise,
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we say that they are linked or that the pair (Sp, S") is a link in Em. The definition

is obviously symmetric. It follows easily from general position arguments that a

pair (Sp, Sq) is unlinked in Em, whenever m^p+q + 2. On the other hand, links

always exist in the first lower dimension, m=p+q+\ [24, Chapter 8]. Now it is

easy to prove the following:

4.2. Proposition. An n-polyhedron does not embed strongly into Em // m j£ 2« — 1.

Proof. Let X be any «-polyhedron, and A an «-simplex in a triangulation of X.

Suppose firstly that m is an odd integer, m = 2k+1. In this case we will choose

two ^-spheres Sk, S2<=Int A such that they are unlinked in A. This is always

possible because, from the restriction mí=2«— 1, it follows that k^n— 1. Let

f:Sk + Sk2^Em

be a PL embedding of the disjoint union Sk + S2 such that the pair (f(Sk),f(S2))

is a link in Em. Suppose that X strongly embeds into Em. Then there is a PL em-

bedding g: X^>Em such that g/Sk + S2=f Hence, because the property of being

unlinked (linked) is a topological invariant, we would have the situation that the

spheres g(Sk) and g(S2) are unlinked in g(A) and therefore in Em, which contra-

dicts our assumption.

If m = 2k is an even integer, we will choose two unlinked spheres Sk, S2~1(^lntA

of dimensions k and k — 1 respectively, and continue in the same way.

So the only critical dimension in the problem of strong embeddability is the

dimension m = 2n. Here is a useful condition for this situation:

4.3. Theorem. Let X be an n-polyhedron with n=£2 and such that Hn(X— Int A)

= 0for any n-simplex A of a triangulation of X. Then, X strongly embeds into E2n.

Proof. First of all, X embeds into E2n by Theorem 3.6. To show that X embeds

strongly, let F be any subpolyhedron of X, and/: Y-*- E2n a PL embedding of Y.

Let (K, L) be a triangulation of the pair (A", Cl (A"— F)). Then, by general position,

/can be extended to the PL embedding g: X0~> E2n where X0 denotes the union

of Fand the polyhedron determined by («— l)-skeleton of L. If F does not contain

any «-simplex, we are finished. Therefore, suppose that Au A2,..., Ak are n-

simplexes in L, and define for each i=0, 1,..., k the polyhedron Xt as

X¡ = A"o u Aj_ u • • • u Ai.

The proof is by induction on the number k. Supposing that there is an embedding

gi-û A'¡_1 -> E2n with gi-JY=f, we will show that gt-x can be extended to Xt,

i.e., over the interior of At.

Let K' be a subdivision of K such that 77¡ e K' is an «-simplex of K' lying in the

interior of A¡. If

Yi = Af,-Int.B„
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then Yi obviously collapses to Xt-X> an<l therefore, by Theorem 3.2, g¡_x extends

to the embedding h¡: F4^E2n. Now, because Y^X-IntB¡ and Hn(X-IntBt)

= 0 by assumption, it follows immediately from the exact cohomology sequence for

the pair (X—IntBt, Y¡) that Hn(Yi) = 0. Therefore, because also n#2 by assump-

tion, we are in a position to apply the construction described in the proof of

Theorem 3.6 to obtain an embedding g¡: X¡-+ E2n such that gi/Ti = ni.

We finish the induction on k by constructing the embedding

gk:Xk = X-+E2"

with gk/ Y=f which completes the proof.

4.4. Question. Is the condition that Hn(X-Int A) = 0 for every n-simplex of a

triangulation of X even necessary for strong embeddability of X into E2n ?

4.5. Corollary. Let X be any n-polyhedron with n^2 such that Hn(X) = 0 (in

particular, any contractible, or more generally, acyclic polyhedron). Then, X strongly

embeds into E2n.

Next, we can strengthen Theorem 3.9:

4.6. Theorem. Every n-manifold X with singular boundary (in particular, every

n-dimensional pseudomanifold, polyhedral homology manifold, triangulated manifold

and PL manifold) strongly embeds into E2n.

Proof. Suppose first that n^2. If A is any n-simplex in a triangulation of X,

by Lemma 2.2, X— Int A collapses to an (n— l)-dimensional subpolyhedron of X

and therefore Hn(X-Int /1) = 0. So Theorem 4.3 applies.

It is a little harder to prove the theorem in the case n = 2. Let Y he any proper

subpolyhedron of the 2-polyhedron X, and/: F—> F4 a PL embedding. Similarly

as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we consider a pair (K, L), triangulating

(X, Cl (X- Y)), and extend /to g: X0 -> F4.

Further, if Au A2,..., Ak are 2-simplexes of L, we will define

Xt = X0 u Ax u • • • u At

and suppose inductively that there is an embedding &_jj ^^-»F4 such that

gi-1/Y=f. Then, if B^Int At is any 2-simplex, F¡ = A^ - Int .Bj collapses to Xt-t

and therefore, by Theorem 3.2 g¡-x extends to n¡: Y¡ -» F4. To complete the proof,

we have to extend hx over BK.

Let N be a regular neighborhood of n¡( F¡) mod /.¡(85() in F4. Because F, is a

proper subpolyhedron of X, by Lemma 2.2, 7¡ and then ht(Yi) collapses to a

1-dimensional subpolyhedron of n,(Fi), and therefore A^is a 4-ball with 1-handles

attached on it. Furthermore, because 1-polyhedra unknot in F4, from the unique-

ness part of the regular neighborhood theorem (codimension three!), it follows

immediately that N unknots setwise, i.e., that it can be embedded in essentially
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only one way in F4. Considering £4cS4, from this fact it follows that

M=Si — Int TV is a 4-ball with 2-handles attached on its boundary. Obviously

S = ht(dBi) <= dM.

It remains to see that S bounds a real 2-disk in M. Suppose that S lies in the

boundary of a 4-ball contained in M. Then hJdBt can be extended to the embedding

h~i : Bt —> M of a 2-disc B¡, by a cone extension, picking a vertex for a cone in the

interior of a 4-ball. Finally, gt : Xt—> Ei defined by

gi(x) = «¡(x)       for x e F(,

= h~iix)       for x e fit

is a PL embedding of Xt into F4 with gj Y=f which completes the inductive step.

So, it remains to justify the assumption that 5 lies in the boundary of a 4-ball

contained in M. As we said, M is a 4-ball with 2-handles, i.e., a PL manifold with

boundary such that

M = B* u 2 Hi
i

where each 77,£:74 = 72 x72, 77, n 7F, = 0for i^j and 77, n 54 = 77, n dB^S1 xl2.

Consider the boundary 72 x S1 of the "belt part" of 77¡. Let, for each i, o¡ e Int 72,

and further let

d = OiXS1 c 72xS1

be the corresponding "fiber".

Notice, that S can be embedded very badly in dM. But because of general posi-

tion we can always assume that

S n (IJ C,) = 0.

If this is not the case, we will ambient isotope S in dM= dN into general position

with respect to IJ C,, and extend this isotopy to an isotopy of a collar C=dNx I,

keeping dNx{l} fixed, and taking care that C is small enough, such that/(F)

remains in TV—Int C.

Now, let at e AcInt 72, where A is a PL 2-ball, small enough that it is still the

case that (AxS1) n S=0. Let us notice that DtxS^-cPxS1 is a subset of

A x 72 c 72 x 72 = 77,. Consider

77, - (Int A x 72) = (72 x 72) - (Int A x I2) = il2 - Int A) x I2

= idl2xl)xl2 = iSixI2)xI = AiXl

where Ai = S1 x 72 is an "attaching part" of 77,, /= 1, 2,..., r. Now,

M* = Blv>¡\jAiXl\
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is PL homeomorphic to B* because each of the cylinders Axxlcan be "pushed"

into the collar dB* x I [24, Chapter 3]. By our construction it is obvious that

S^dM* and therefore M*^M is the PL 4-ball we were looking for.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.6.

4.7. Remark. Obviously Theorem 4.6 is also true for any subpolyhedron of a

manifold with singular boundary.

5. Embeddings of manifolds into F2""1. As we have demonstrated in Remark

3.4, the statement generalizing Theorem 3.2 in the natural way is not true without

additional conditions. The following theorem gives a sufficient condition under

which such a generalization holds :

5.1. Theorem. Let X be an n-polyhedron, and Y^X a subpolyhedron of X such

that X collapses to Y and Y embeds into Ek, k^n. If the link of every vertex of a

triangulation of Xstrongly embeds into Sk~1, then X PL embeds into Ek.

Moreover, if k — n^3, any PL embedding of Y into Ek can be extended to a PL

embedding of X into Ek.

Proof. Because A" collapses to Y, there is a triangulation (A', L) of the pair (X, Y),

such that K simplicially collapses to L. The proof is by induction on the number

of elementary collapses from K to L.

First, let us assume that

X = Yu A,        YnA = a*dB

where A is an /--simplex of K, r i¡ n, a e A is a vertex of A, and B is the (r — 1 )-face

of A opposite the vertex a. By assumption there is a PL embedding/: Y-> Ek of

F into Ek. Consider the stars

st (a, K) = a* lk(a, K)   and   st (a, L) = a * lk(a, L)

of the vertex a with respect to K and L respectively. Let

C=/[st(a,L)],        D=f[lk(a,L)].

Because st (a, L) is a cone over lk(a, L), C is (piecewise linearly) a cone on the base

D, and therefore C is link-collapsible on D (see [8]). Further, because

Cl(/(F)-C)nCc D,

there exists a regular neighborhood N of C mod [D u Cl (/( Y)- C)] in Ek. Being

a regular neighborhood of a cone, N is of course a PL ¿-ball, and further

D<=dN,       C-D^lntN.

Now, let e: N^* A be a PL homeomorphism carrying N onto a ¿-simplex A.

Then, the embedding

ef/lk(a, L): lk(a, L) -> dA = Sk~1
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can be extended to the embedding g' : Ikia, K) -> dA because «c(o, L)<=«V(flj K)

and lk(a, K) strongly embeds into Sk~1 by assumption. Let b be the barycenter of

A and set g'(a) = b. Then, g' extends conewise to the proper embedding

g: st (a, K) -+ A.

Finally, e~1g: st (a, K) -> N embeds properly st (a, K) into TV and e~1g/lk(a, L)—f.

Therefore «: X-> Ek defined by

h(x) = e~1g(x)       if x e st (a, K),

= f(x) if x £ Cl (X- st (o, K))

embeds A'into Ek.

Because the inductive step is the same as the first one, this completes the proof

of the first part of Theorem 5.1.

To prove the second part of the theorem, let us notice that we changed the given

map / on st (o, L)<= Y. But, if the codimension is at least three, we can keep /

unchanged, i.e., extend it to an embedding of X. Namely, in this case by Lickorich's

unknotting theorem for cones [12], there is a PL homeomorphism i:A^A

keeping 3 A fixed, and such that tg/st (a, L) = ef/st (o, L). Then, if we redefine « to be

«(x) = e~1tgix)       for x e st (a, K),

= fix) otherwise,

we have «/st (o, L) = e~ 1tg/st (o, L) = e~ 1ef/st (a, L) =//st (a, L), and therefore

hj Y=f, which completes the proof.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 we have the following:

5.2. Theorem. Every polyhedral homology n-manifold X with nonempty boundary

(/« particular, every PL n-manifold with nonempty boundary) PL embeds into F2n_1.

Proof. Let A' be a triangulation of X. Then, K is a pseudomanifold with non-

empty boundary (§2), and therefore there is an («— l)-simplex 77 in K which is a

face of exactly one «-simplex A in K. Thus, A'collapses simplicially to K—{A, 77},

i.e., X collapses to A'—(Int A u Int 77). Furthermore, because A"—(Int A u Int B)

is a proper subpolyhedron of X, it collapses by Lemma 2.2 to an (« — l)-dimensional

subpolyhedron F of A". So X collapses to Fand F embeds into F2n_1. Finally, the

link of every vertex of polyhedral homology «-manifold is polyhedral homology

(«— l)-manifold (§2), which strongly embeds into S2n~2 by Theorem 4.6. So,

Theorem 5.1 applies.

5.3. Remark. Without additional conditions or restrictions to the dimension

the result is the best possible, for a Möbius strip, for example, does not embed into

E2. Also, the validity of Theorem 5.2 does not extend to manifolds with singular

boundary or pseudomanifolds, because in general we cannot expect that the link

of a vertex in such a manifold will strongly embed into S2n'2.
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5.4. Theorem. Let X be a closed polyhedral homology n-manifold (in particular,

a closed PL n-manifold), such that Hx(X) = 0. Then X PL embeds into F2""1.

Proof. First of all, the assumption Hx(X) = 0 implies that X is orientable.

Namely, if X were nonorientable, II1(A') would contain a subgroup of index 2,

which contains all the commutators and therefore the commutators subgroup

C=[U1(X), Ut(X)]. So, we have H1(X) = II1(X)/C^0 which contradicts to the

assumption.

If n=l, the theorem is satisfied vacuously, because the only closed homology

1-manifold is a circle for which //1(A')=Z#0. If n = 2, we notice that the link of

any vertex of A" is a closed homology 1-manifold, i.e., a circle, and therefore X is

actually a PL 2-manifold. Besides, X is orientable, which implies that X embeds

in F3 [13, p. 10]. Finally, if n = 3, the link of a vertex in A" is a homology 2-manifold

which is a homology 2-sphere, i.e., a real PL 2-sphere, which shows that A" is a PL

3-manifold, and therefore embeds into F5 by Wall's theorem [21]. So, we can

suppose that n ̂  4.

Let K he a triangulation of X, A an n-simplex of K and B = st (a, K"), where a

is the barycenter of A. Let 7= A"—Int B. Then, by Proposition 2.1, 7 is a poly-

hedral homology n-manifold with boundary dY=dB, and therefore there is a PL

embedding/: 7-> F2n_1 by Theorem 5.2. It remains to extend/over B.

Let A^be a regular neighborhood of/(7) mod/(S7) in F2il_1. Such a neighbor-

hood always exists because A — Int B is a PL manifold with the boundary compo-

nent dB and a manifold is link collapsible on any subpolyhedron of its boundary.

Define M=E2n~1 —Int N. Then, M is a PL (2n— l)-manifold with boundary

dM=dN, and f(dB)<^dM.

Suppose that Mis (n— l)-connected. Then, the embedding//dB: dB-+ dM<^M

can be extended to the map/: B -> M of the n-ball B into M. Because n ̂  4 we can

apply Irwin's theorem (Theorem 2.3) and replace / by a proper PL embedding

g: B^ M for which g/dB=f Then h: X-^ F2""1 defined by

h(x) = f(x)       for x e 7,

= g(x)      for xeB

is a PL embedding of X into Ean~\

So it remains to justify the claim that M is (n— l)-connected. By Proposition 3.5

it suffices to show that U=E2n~1—f(Y) is (n— l)-connected. First of all, because

of general position arguments, Uis (n — 3)-connected. Further, from the Alexander

duality theorem [17, p. 296], it follows that

Hn_2(U) = //„^(F2"-1-/^)) = //"(/(F)) = H\Y) = 0

because 7 is a proper subpolyhedron of X and therefore collapses to an (n— 1)-

dimensional subpolyhedron by Lemma 2.2. Then, because n^3, the Hurewicz

isomorphism theorem [17, p. 398] applies, and we have nn_2([/) = //n_2(i/) = 0,

i.e., Uis (n—2)-connected.
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Finally, applying again the Alexander duality theorem, we have

Hn^iU) = H%:l(E*-*-y{T)) = H"-\fiY)) = H-\Y).

Because 771(A') = 0 by assumption and «^3, from the reduced Mayer-Vietoris

sequence for a pair ( Y, A) it follows that 77».( F) = 0. From this, considering the

reduced exact homology sequence

• • •-> HyiY) -> H¿Y, BY) -> H0idY = S""1) ->• • •

for the pair (F, dY), we have H^Y, 8Y) = 0. Further, since X is orientable by

assumption, we can apply the Lefschetz duality theorem for manifolds with

boundary (true also for homology manifolds, [17, pp. 278, 298]) obtaining

Hn~\Y) = HjiY, 8F) = 0. Applying again Hurewicz's theorem we have

IWÍ7) = Hn.,iU) = 0

and we have proven that U and therefore M is really («— l)-connected.

Theorem 5.4. is a slight generalization of Penrose-Whitehead-Zeeman theorem

[15] for k= 1. Namely, we have the following:

5.5. Corollary. Every closed, simply connected PL n-manifold M PL embeds

into F2"-1.

The suspension of Poincaré's 3-manifold is an example of an orientable, simply

connected homology 4-manifold, which is not a PL manifold, but which embeds

into F7 by Theorem 5.4.

Finally, let us mention that Weber [22] proved recently the validity of Theorem

5.4 for orientable PL manifolds without the assumption 771(A')=0.
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